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Advisors across the country are all suffering from the same dilemma. The nets they use
to catch new clients have gaping holes in them! Some are aware of the problem, others
have yet to realize the challenge, but both need help solving these issues.

ere’s an example: Let’s assume you spent $10,000
to organize and promote a retirement planning
seminar with the following results:

H

for engaging those 7,497? How would your income be
impacted if you quadrupled your close rate and 12 of
those prospects became clients instead of just three?

• 7,500 invitations sent
• Of the 7,500, 70 register
• Of the 70 registered, 50 people attend
• Of the 50 who attend, 15 appointments are scheduled
• Of the 15 appointments scheduled, 3 become clients

These are the very questions that keep Brandon Stuerke
and Cody Jones awake at night.

In this scenario, you ultimately spent $3,333 to catch
each new client. You made contact with 7,500 people, yet
7,497 are swimming away to never be seen again.
What would happen if you had a system and process
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Brandon is the CEO of Automated Advisor and Cody is
the head of vertical partnerships and is a small business
growth expert at Infusionsoft. They are both energetic,
innovative 30-somethings, on a joint mission to help
financial advisors across the country reach new levels of
success.

www.AutomatedAdvisor.com

“My goal was to go out and
align myself with serious
players in the technology
space to help me do this
right the first time.”
BRANDON STUERKE

Creator of Automated Advisor

Cody Jones and Brandon Stuerke on the InfusionSoft
field at their new headquarters in Gilbert, AZ

www.AutomatedAdvisor.com
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Want to know how these two are changing financial
services marketing as we know it? Read our exclusive
interview below.

up unemployed every day” and what it means to be
the son of an entrepreneur in the financial world. At
the end of the day, I’m not really a technology guy
(although I’ve learned to become one!), but more of an
absolute zealot for small business freedom.

Q: Why is marketing such a tough challenge for
financial advisors?

Q: First, tell us a little bit about yourselves so our
readers can get acquainted.
BRANDON: I’m an energetic, visionary entrepreneur.
I’m also a very busy family guy. My wife and I have a 3
year old daughter and 1 year old twins, so it’s tough to
find free time. But when I do, I love to hunt, fish and
spend time in the gym. Before creating Automated
Advisor, I ran a financial advisory firm for 12 years. I
realized it was very inefficient and I had huge holes in
my net, so to speak. I knew I could do much better if I
could just find an automated system and a solution to
help me follow up and nurture all of my leads. When
I found Infusionsoft, it was a major breakthrough
for my business. And in the process of building my
automated marketing system, I discovered a passion
for marketing and business operations. For the past
three years, I’ve given myself and my time to coaching
other financial advisors.
CODY: When I’m not working, I like to spend my time
carving down a mountain, wave or bowl (in layman’s
terms: snowboarding, surfing and skateboarding). And
on Saturday afternoons you’ll often find me working
in the yard. I like to say the grass is truly greener at
the Jones home! I was raised the son of a farm boy,
so that means I learned how to work from a young
age. When my father left the farm for the glitz of
commercial real estate, I learned the value of “waking
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CODY: Financial advisors were my idols when I was
growing up. They wore suits, had answers, and got to
play with money all day! It wasn’t until I spent time
working with financial advisors at Infusionsoft that I
realized how difficult it is for them to succeed. The
“men with all the answers” have the same challenges
that every small business owner has. They go through
years of education to become experts in their field.
They know exactly how to help their clients. So, clients
should just beat a path to their doors once they set up
shop, right? Unfortunately, that’s not how it works.
Instead of just being able to focus on helping people
plan their financial lives, advisors have to also spend
time becoming experts at marketing, sales, operations
and accounting. It’s a lot to pull off. That’s why I
LOVE Automated Advisor. They make the marketing
and operations component easy for financial advisors.
BRANDON: I agree with Cody completely and
when you add in compliance requirements, marketing
becomes even more complex. Nobody really teaches
financial advisors how to market their businesses. Yet,
strategic marketing has more potential to positively
impact their results than anything else they can
do. Having an automated system has made a huge
difference for my business. Within one year, my new
client acquisition increased by 300 percent! I wasn’t
reaching more people – instead I was simply closing
the gaps in my net and converting a higher percentage
of the prospects I already identified.
Once I saw the results, I decided that my core mission
and purpose should be helping other advisors. Beyond
implementing the automated marketing system, I
strive to educate advisors about the strategy behind
marketing and sales processes, so they can leverage
technology purposefully.

www.AutomatedAdvisor.com

Cody Jones sharing the
Everest Mission with
Brandon Stuerke, and how
he sees Automated Advisor
fitting into the business
plan. InfusionSoft’s goal
is to help 100,000 small
businesses by 2016. They
currently serve 30,000.

Q: Brandon – Why did you choose Infusionsoft as your partner?
BRANDON: My goal was to go out and align myself with serious players in the technology space to help me do
this right the first time. I wanted to build a highly functional and customized automated solution for advisors and
I needed a partner with a strong track record of success in this area. After reviewing several options, Infusionsoft
was the obvious choice. They are experts in the small business market and accustomed to working with companies
with as few as two employees. They have been in business for more than 10 years, and currently serve more than
30,000 paying customers. They also just received an investment of $54 million from Goldman Sachs. So let’s just
say they are serious players, indeed.

Q: If Infusionsoft is so great, why can’t advisors just get a software subscription and be done? Why is a
relationship with Automated Advisor necessary?
BRANDON: Infusionsoft is great – but only to the extent that you know how to use it. When I first started using
Infusionsoft, I carved out six months to build the system. I had to create everything from white papers and landing
pages to email templates and auto-responder email sequences, and more! It was an extremely painful process and
I quickly realized that I needed to hire a team of Infusionsoft specialists and consultants to help me because there
was way more to it than I ever anticipated.
I can’t think of any advisors who feel they have the time or know-how to set all that stuff up. We’ve now tested and
refined all those components and bundled them into campaigns – making it much more plug and play. We have
campaigns already built and a team of implementation specialists ready to help advisors replicate our model. The
best part is that our marketing pieces have already been reviewed by FINRA which helps them sail through each
advisor’s compliance review.
www.AutomatedAdvisor.com
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Left to Right:
Brandon Stuerke & Cody Jones.
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www.AutomatedAdvisor.com

So, now – the financial advisor growth puzzle has a
solution. Advisors often don’t have enough time or
know-how to create their own marketing automation
systems, but at the same time they can’t afford not
to create these systems because every day they delay
they have potential growth and revenue hemorrhaging
out of their businesses. Fortunately, it’s now easier
than ever before with our “done for you” Automated
Advisor solution. Our solution includes everything in
one package – the optimized software including CRM
already sequenced and mapped for lead capture and
nurture. Plus we help with branding, websites, video
creation, content, and everything else advisors need
to truly build an automated marketing machine. We
literally provide everything an advisor needs to market
effectively. And, the automated system can be used
with new or existing websites.
CODY: We have partnerships and custom solutions
for many industries, but what I love about Automated
Advisor is the fact that their bundled solution is
100 percent turnkey for financial advisors. In other
focus verticals, clients have to install the software
on their websites, heavily customize campaigns,
update logos, and create content. While this is very
minimal work compared to setting Infusionsoft up
all by yourself without pre-loaded campaigns and
workflows, Automated Advisor takes EASY to a whole
new level with their “done for you” approach. I’m
personally very thrilled with the results their clients
are getting out of the box! They provide advisors with
intellectual knowledge backed by a complete team of
programmers, designers, web developers and coaches
to help implement ongoing marketing strategies.

Q: What would you say to financial advisors who
still aren’t sure they should invest the time and
money into an automated marketing system?
CODY: Times are changing and unfortunately,
there’s a generational gap in communication styles.
Experienced advisors often rely on in-person meetings.
Conversely, today’s consumers go online, ask friends
and get others’ opinions before they will meet with
an advisor. Advisors have to learn how to be part of
the conversation that is happening without them.
To grow, they have to know how to reach today’s
consumers. Over the past three years, we’ve started to
www.AutomatedAdvisor.com

see what can happen when advisors embrace digital
marketing strategies. However, there’s still a definite
opportunity for those who want to pull ahead – a first
mover advantage.
BRANDON: I understand that this can be painful,
overwhelming stuff for advisors. Believe me, I’ve been
there. However, learning, leveraging technology and
producing MORE is a freeing, liberating experience.
Like every other investment – it’s important to look
at the big picture. If your prospect follow-ups are
automated and tied into your CRM, how much labor
cost will be saved? What other important things could
your team focus on? If you increase your lifetime
customer value and plug the holes in your sales
process, how much more revenue could you generate?
These are all factors advisors must consider. Most of
all, they should think about the opportunity to be
gained or lost. If advisors are having trouble with lead
generation and conversion now, it’s only going to get
more difficult as buying behaviors continue to evolve.
If advisors don’t harness technology, it’s only a matter
of time until their competitors do.
WORKING SMARTER

I

t’s clear that the Internet has forever changed the way
consumers buy. They are now empowered to go online,
educate themselves and construct informed opinions – all
BEFORE they speak with financial experts. With this
backdrop in mind, it’s high time for financial advisors to
automate their marketing. It’s the most effective way to
position their practices for the future and to patch the
holes in their sales funnels.
Automated Advisor and Infusionsoft have teamed up to
make it easy for financial advisors to achieve these goals. By
leveraging Brandon’s experience as a financial advisor and
InfusionSoft’s technology and small business expertise,
they offer the ultimate advisor technology platform.■

Automate your practice today! Learn more at

www.AutomatedAdvisor.com
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